TYPE: FINISH LAMP(S)  BALLAST  WATTAGE  VOLTS  REMARKS

LUMINAIRE WITH ONE PIECE NATURAL 1 - 69W 0-10V 69 277 GARDCO-ECF-DIM-1-2-70LA-3270-NW-UNV-NP-RAM-IS-LUMEWAVE PCR KIT WITH LEADS

A LUMINUM HOUSING WITH INTEGRAL ARM AND PAINT LED INTEGRATED OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT BASED ON FIXTURE SCHEDULE AND SPECIFICATIONS

SEPARATE, SELF-RETRACTED HINGED, ONE PIECE FIXTURE PROVIDED WITH LUMEWAVE TOP 900 SERIES REMOTE CONTROL MODULE

DIECAST DOOR FRAME. RETROFIT ARM MOUNT TO ELIMINATE ADDITIONAL POLE DRILLING.

LUMINAIRE WITH ONE PIECE NATURAL 1 - 215W 0-10V 215 277 GARDCO-ECF-DIM-1-4-135LA-6470-NW-UNV-NP-RAM-LUMEWAVE PCR KIT WITH LEADS

A LUMINUM HOUSING WITH INTEGRAL ARM AND PAINT LED INTEGRATED OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT BASED ON FIXTURE SCHEDULE AND SPECIFICATIONS

SEPARATE, SELF-RETRACTED HINGED, ONE PIECE FIXTURE PROVIDED WITH ANSI 136.41 STANDARD 7-PIN TWIST LOCK PHOTOCELL RECEPTACLE

DIECAST DOOR FRAME. RETROFIT ARM MOUNT TO ELIMINATE ADDITIONAL POLE DRILLING.

LUMINAIRE WITH ONE PIECE NATURAL 1 - 35W 0-10V 35 277 LUMEC-MPTC-35W32LED4K-R-LE3

PAINT LED INTEGRATED OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT BASED ON FIXTURE SCHEDULE AND SPECIFICATIONS

4K

LUMINAIRE WITH ONE PIECE NATURAL 1 - 55W 0-10V 55 277 REMPHOS TECHNOLOGIES: RPT-LEDBLOCK-100L-750

PAINT LED INTEGRATED OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT BASED ON FIXTURE SCHEDULE AND SPECIFICATIONS

4K

POLE NATURAL PAINT PROVIDED 14' POLES

FIXTURE PROVIDED WITH ALL MOUNTING HARDWARE.

WEST CAMPUSS WALL LUMINAIRE LED RETROFIT KIT

FIXTURE PROVIDED WITH ALL MOUNTING HARDWARE.

ANTELOPE VALLEY SITE REPLACEMENT FIXTURE PROVIDED WITH ALL MOUNTING HARDWARE.